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The German National Tourist Board
(GNTB) is launching its worldwide
“Discover Beethoven” theme cam-

paign just in time for the start of the
anniversary year marking Ludwig van
Beethoven’s 250th birthday.

“With 21.8 million cultural travelers, we
are the number one cultural destination in
Europe,” explains Petra Hedorfer,
Chairwoman of the GNTB Executive
Board. “To strengthen Germany’s out-
standing position as a nation of music, we
are setting further digital priorities with
the Beethoven campaign. In addition to
the central points of interest in the Bonn
region, the campaign will also include
activities throughout Germany to
strengthen the demand for cultural
tourism in general, and the basic theme
‘Musikland Deutschland’ in particular.
Because of the anniversary, Lonely Planet
has ranked Beethoven’s birthplace, Bonn,
number 5 among the cities worldwide to
be visited in 2020.

Cooperation with Beethoven
Anniversary Society

The GNTB has signed a cooperation
agreement with the Beethoven Jubilaums
Gesellschaft mbH (Beethoven Anniversary
Society) to market the anniversary abroad
jointly. The subsidiary of the Beethoven
House Foundation is responsible for
organizing, promoting, and coordinating
the anniversary year as an event with
international appeal and regional roots.
By integrating the GNTB’s global net-
works, the joint activity is going to be
communicated even more efficiently inter-
nationally and will open up new markets.

Exploring opportunities in high-
potential source markets

As part of the theme campaign, the
GNTB places relevant content in over 50

markets worldwide. Besides, there are in-
depth activities in defined key markets: In
the USA, China, and Japan, for example,
B2B events will be held at the beginning
of the 2020 theme year. Already at the
beginning of December, a press highlight
trip was conducted, culminating in the
attendance of the opening concert in
Bonn. The GNTB will be implementing
further B2B events and press highlights in
European TOP markets for German
incoming tourism during the entire year.

A modern interpretation of classic
heritage

In all source markets, the GNTB uses
modern digital forms of communication to
present Beethoven’s classical heritage in a
contemporary way. A virtual reality appli-
cation, for example, offers international
guests at GNTB events a unique oppor-
tunity to “play” Beethoven excerpts from
the 9th Symphony live on piano with four
hands. Also, an augmented reality appli-
cation produces “live photos” with
Beethoven. A microsite in German,
English, French, Chinese, and Japanese
bundles information on the anniversary
and cultural tourism offers. The GNTB
also organizes social media campaigns
and influencer trips worldwide. Five films
in the “Great Big Story” series are pro-
duced with the international media part-
ner CNN and played out in the worldwide
Turner network.

Based on market and benchmark
analyses, the GNTB develops more than
200 campaigns each year to promote the
brand core of Germany as a travel desti-
nation. Annual highlight themes, which are
event- or event-related, draw attention to
previously unknown facets of Germany as
a travel destination and complement the
brand communication.

Guess who’s back?... Rapper Eminem surprised
fans Friday by dropping a new album featur-
ing a strong anti-gun violence theme but also

stoking the kind of controversy that brought him
fame. On the album, one track called “Darkness” tells
the story of a loner going on a shooting spree, while
another song, “Unaccommodating,” has triggered
outcry and muddied the veteran singer’s call for gun
control. The song references the 2017 deadly bomb-
ing at an Ariana Grande concert in Manchester,
Britain, which left 22 people dead.

“But I’m contemplating yelling ‘bombs away’ on
the game like I’m outside of an Ariana Grande con-
cert waiting,” the 47-year-old artist, born Marshall
Mathers, raps on the track. The lyric was met with
scorn on social media, with some users dubbing it
“disgusting” and “trash.”

The new album, called “Music to be Murdered
by,” features appearances from the late rapper Juice
WRLD, along with Q-Tip, Ed Sheeran, Anderson
.Paak and regular collaborator singer Skylar Grey.
Dr. Dre is credited throughout as a producer.
Eminem released his last album “Kamikaze” in 2018
in a similar sudden fashion. That album included sev-
eral attacks on President Donald Trump. The rapper
also released Friday a video for “Darkness” that fea-
tured audio and footage from the 2017 mass shoot-
ing in Las Vegas, the deadliest US gun massacre
carried about by an individual in modern history. It
ends urging viewers to register to vote: “Make your
voice heard and help change gun laws in America,”
closing text reads. —AFP

This file photo Eminem walking on stage to accept the
Video of the Year Award at the MTV Video Music
Awards in New York. — AFP

Hank Azaria of “Brockmire” speaks during the IFC segment
of the 2020 Winter TCA Press Tour at The Langham
Huntington, Pasadena. — AFP

Simpsons” actor Hank Azaria will no longer voice
the Indian character Apu, US media reported,
more than two years after accusations of racism

marred the long-running animated series. Apu
Nahasapeemapetilon is the manager of the show’s Kwik-
E-Mart convenience store and a mainstay of the TV
comedy, which recently celebrated its 30th year on air.
He is voiced by white actor Azaria, whose marked accent
for the role has been criticized by viewers, who have also
accused writers of using Indian stereotypes in their
treatment of the character. “What they’re going to do
with the character is their call,” Azaria told US film news
website SlashFilm on Friday. “It’s up to them and they
haven’t sorted it out yet. All we’ve agreed on is I won’t
do the voice anymore.”

Creators of “The Simpsons” found themselves under
fire in late 2017 with the release of a documentary by
comedian Hari Kondabolu, who interviewed fellow enter-
tainers of Indian and South Asian origin to document
their feelings about the character. Both Azaria and
“Simpsons” creator Matt Groening refused to appear in
the documentary to answer questions. But Azaria later
told a reporter from the TMZ celebrity website that
Kondabolu “made some really interesting points” and
“gave us a lot at ‘The Simpsons’ to think about.”

“The Simpsons” stars Homer, the family patriarch
working for a nuclear power station, his wife and voice
of reason Marge, and children Bart, Lisa and Maggie.
Since it first aired in 1989, the show has won more than
30 Emmys. In its early years, the animated comedy regu-
larly pulled in more than 15 million viewers and had dou-
ble that — 33 million-for its most-watched episode in
1990. It became so popular that references to the show
have formed part of pop culture. Declining audience fig-
ures had led to fears that it would not be renewed, but
Fox committed to continue “The Simpsons” until at least
a 32nd season in 2021. — AFP

Two years after the death of renowned French chef
Paul Bocuse, the Michelin Guide has stripped his
flagship restaurant of the coveted three-star ranking

it held for half a century, prompting anger and dismay from
his culinary peers. The Auberge du Pont de Collonges, near
food-obsessed Lyon in southeast France, was the oldest
three-starred restaurant in the world, having held the acco-
lade since 1965.  The Michelin Guide told AFP on Friday
that the establishment “remained excellent but no longer at
the level of three stars” and will have only two in the 2020
edition of the famous red book dubbed the “bible” of
French cuisine.

“Michelin stars have to be earned, not inherited,”
Michelin Guide boss Gwendal Poullennec told RTL broad-
caster. Bocuse’s family and restaurant team said they were
“upset” by the decision, and celebrity chef Marc Veyrat,
who recently sued the Michelin Guide over a lost third star,
described the move as “pathetic”. The Bocuse d’Or organi-
zation, which manages the annual cooking competition he
created, also greeted the announcement with “sadness”
and expressed its “unwavering support” for the restaurant.

“Monsieur Paul”, as Bocuse was known, died aged 91 on
January 20, 2018, after a long battle with Parkinson’s dis-
ease. Nicknamed the “pope” of French cuisine, he was one
of the country’s most celebrated chefs, helping shake up the
food world in the 1970s with the lighter fare of the
Nouvelle Cuisine revolution, and introduce the notion of
culinary celebrity.

‘I love butter’ 
Even before Bocuse’s death, some critics had comment-

ed that the restaurant was no longer quite up to scratch.
But Michelin’s decision, a year after controversially strip-
ping Veyrat of his third star, immediately stirred discontent.
Food critic Perico Legasse told BFM news channel the
guide had committed an “irreparable” error in what he
called its quest to create media hype. Veyrat said he had
“lost faith” in a new generation of Michelin editors he
accuses of trying to make a name for themselves by taking
down the giants of French cuisine.

“I am sad for the team that took up the torch at
Collonges,” tweeted three-starred chef Georges Blanc,
while Lyon Mayor Gerard Collomb spoke of his “immense
disappointment”.  Two other Lyon restaurants each lost a
Michelin star in 2019. The setback for the Auberge du Pont
de Collonges comes despite efforts to modernize its look
and menu, pursuing a philosophy management describes as
“tradition in motion”. “The chefs have reworked the dishes.
They have been refining them for more than a year, evolv-
ing them while retaining their original DNA and taste,”
manager Vincent Le Roux recently told a regional newspa-
per. The restaurant is scheduled to reopen on January 24
after three weeks of renovations. Bocuse was himself a
devotee of traditional cuisine. “I love butter, cream, wine”
he once said, “not peas cut into quarters”.

Three-star pressure 
Gastronomy publication Atabula was a lone voice in

supporting the Michelin move, which it described as a
much-needed “revolution” in an industry held back by
decades of inertia. According to Michelin, restaurants are
selected on four criteria: the quality of the products, the
expertise of the chef, the originality of the dishes and
consistency throughout the meal and across seasons. But
critics say the process has rendered Michelin stars
untenable as more and more diners baulk at spending a
fortune on a meal.

A handful of French restaurateurs have in recent years
relinquished their prized three-star status because of the
stress of being judged by Michelin inspectors. In 2018, the
guide allowed, for the first time, a restaurant to withdraw
from its listings after Sebastien Bras, the chef at Le Suquet,
said he no longer wished to cook under that type of pres-
sure. The 2003 suicide of three-star chef Bernard Loiseau
was linked, among other reasons, to speculation that his
restaurant was about to lose three-star status. — AFP

France’s prestigious Michelin Guide is among the
world’s most influential references on gourmet
dining, its star ratings highly coveted and some-

times controversial. Amid shock in France after it
dropped one of the three stars held by the restaurant
of the late world-renowned chef Paul Bocuse for 55
years, here is some background.

120 years old 
French tyre manufacturer Michelin brought out a

travel guide in 1900, the early days of the automobile,
to encourage motorists to take to the road and so
boost its business. The free, red guidebook included
maps, a how-to on changing tyres and lists of
mechanics and hotels along the route. The first run of
35,000 copies was such a success that guides for
Belgium, Germany, Portugal and Spain followed.

Star rating 
The guide included restaurant listings from 1920,

when it started charging for the publication. It began
sending out undercover inspectors, and from the early
1930s introduced its famous star ratings. Michelin
says it issues up to three stars based on the quality of
the ingredients used; mastery of flavor and cooking
techniques; the personality of the chef in his cuisine;
value for money; and consistency between visits.

One star indicates “High quality cooking, worth a
stop”; two stars is for “Excellent cooking, worth a
detour”; and three rates “Exceptional cuisine, worth a
special journey”. Of about 20,000 international
restaurants listed, only around 130 have attained the
highest distinction.

Michelin goes global 
In 2005 the Michelin Guide branched out of

Europe with a New York guide, followed in 2007 by
editions for San Francisco then Las Vegas and Los
Angeles. It moved to Asia with a Tokyo version in
2008 when 90,000 copies, in English and Japanese,
flew off the shelves in 48 hours. Michelin published its
first Shanghai guide in 2016 and today there are ver-
sions for several Asian cities, with Rio de Janeiro and
Sao Paulo also covered.

Having long been criticized as biased towards for-
mal dining, the guide in 2016 awarded a star to a
Singapore street food outlet known for a braised
chicken dish. A famed Tokyo sushi restaurant, where
Barack Obama is said to have enjoyed the best sushi
of his life, was meanwhile dropped from the 2020 edi-
tion after it stopped accepting reservations from the
general public.

A lot of pressure 
A handful of French restaurateurs have relin-

quished their Michelin status because of the stress of
being judged by its inspectors, including Joel
Robuchon (1996), Alain Senderens (2005), Olivier
Roellinger (2008) and Sebastien Bras (2017).

The 2003 suicide of three-star chef Bernard
Loiseau was linked, among other reasons, to hints
that his restaurant was about to lose its three stars.
Star Swiss chef Benoit Violier took his life in 2016,
a day ahead of the release of the Michelin Guide,
although his restaurant maintains its three-star rat-
ing. The guide was taken to court for the first time
in 2019 when celebrity chef Marc Veyrat sued it
for stripping one of his restaurants of a third star
and suggesting-wrongly, he insists-that he had
used cheddar cheese in a souffle. His lawsuit was
rejected. —AFP

Paul Bocuse’s restaurant “L’auberge du Pont de Collonges” is pictured on January 17, 2020
in Collonges-au-Mont-d’Or near Lyon, southeastern France. — AFP photos

In this file photo taken on November 9, 2012 French chef Paul Bocuse, at Collonges au
Mont d’Or, works in l’Aubergede Pont de Collonges kitchen, during a culinary work shop,
in Mont d’Or.


